Mechanical and shape memory properties of triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) NiTi structures fabricated by selective laser melting
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Abstract
Additive manufacturing (AM) of NiTi parts by selective laser melting method is emerging as a widespread technique for implant and biomedical applications. With SLM, it is possible to fabricate complex porous parts with tailored shape memory and material properties (e.g. elastic modulus, ductility, transformation stress, strain). In this study, NiTi samples with three distinct periodic geometrical structures (i.e., Schwartz, Diamond, and Gyroid) were fabricated by SLM and their morphological, mechanical and shape memory properties were systematically characterized. It was revealed that porous NiTi SMA can show the recoverable strain of 7% with low Young’s Modulus and their properties can be adjusted with porosity characteristics.

Introduction
In recent years, Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloys (SMAs) have been acknowledged as the most promising biomaterial for the use in bone implants because they present superelasticity (SE) similar to that of human bones [1-5], and most importantly, they demonstrate close-to-bone stiffness (i.e., E, modulus of elasticity) [6-10]. In general, a bone-like stiffness for the implant is crucial as it allows the normal stress distribution from the implant to the bone in a normal pattern and hence reduces the risk of implant failure resulting from stress shielding effect [11-13]. While solid NiTi (E ≤38 GPa) decreases stiffness over conventional biomaterials, such as steel (E ≥193 GPa) or grade 5 titanium (E ≥112 GPa), it is useful to further reduce the equivalent stiffness of dense NiTi to the level of cortical bone, which is in the range of 17.6-31.2 GPa, through the introduction of porosity topologically (i.e., the geometry of the device) during implant design and fabrication [14]. It is worth noting that pores also allow the ingrowth of bone and body fluid transfer in the implant, and hence produce a firmer fixation implant while being well nourished [15-18].

Amongst different porous structures, the triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) have been recognized as a versatile method of achieving biomorphic porous implant designs [19]. TPMS parts are categorized by their zero-mean curvature at every point and are the subset of the larger class of constant mean curvature (CMC) surfaces. These lattice-type structures best mimic the nature of bone as they are continuous through space, are periodic in three different directions, demonstrate bone-like mass transport properties, and partition the space into two sub-spaces by a nonintersecting two-sided surface [20,21]. Schwartz-type, Diamond-type, and Gyroid-type are the most favorable TPMS structures. Due to the complexity of TPMS structures, they have been only realized through additive manufacturing (AM) techniques through the introduction of porosity into the CAD 3D models [11, 22-24]. There are several studies on fabrications of TPMS structures through using different AM techniques (e.g., Selective laser melting (SLM), electron beam melting (EBM)).

Bobbert et al. [25] studied the mechanical behavior and fatigue life of Ti-6Al-4V SLM TPMS structures, in particular, Diamond-type and Gyroid-type, having porosity level up to 71%. They observed a unique combination of relatively low elastic modulus (as low as 3.2 GPa) in the range of trabecular bone, a high yield stress (92–276 MPa) exceeding that of cortical bone, a bone-level permeability (0.05-6.1×10 −9 m²), and a high fatigue limit (as high as 60% of yield stress). Yan et al. [19] evaluated the manufacturability of Ti-6Al-4V SLM TPMS struc- res of Diamond-type and Gyroid-type with higher porosity level (80-95%) and pore size (480-1600 μm), which ultimately showed modulus elasticity of 0.12-1.25 GPa. They observed orthogonally oriented martensite α′ laths with the width of 100–300 μm. They also observed the microhardness in the range of 3.71±0.35 GPa. Kadkhodapour et al. [26] studied the failure mechanism of Ti-6Al-4V SLM TPMS structures of I-WP30-type, I-WP45-type, F-RD45-type with 55-70% porosity and 5000 μm pore size. They observed orthogonally oriented martensite α′ laths with the width of 100–300 μm. They also observed the microhardness in the range of 3.71±0.35 GPa. Kadkhodapour et al. [26] studied the failure mechanism of Ti-6Al-4V SLM TPMS structures of I-WP30-type, I-WP45-type, F-RD45-type with 55-70% porosity and 5000 μm pore size. They observed orthogonally oriented martensite α′ laths with the width of 100–300 μm. They also observed the microhardness in the range of 3.71±0.35 GPa. Kadkhodapour et al. [26] studied the failure mechanism of Ti-6Al-4V SLM TPMS structures of I-WP30-type, I-WP45-type, F-RD45-type with 55-70% porosity and 5000 μm pore size. They observed orthogonally oriented martensite α′ laths with the width of 100–300 μm. They also observed the microhardness in the range of 3.71±0.35 GPa.
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Methods

Mathematical description and geometric modeling of TPMS

The nodal approximations of the P, D, and G are taken from a study by Von Schnering and Nesper [31] and are represented in equations 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Constant K effectively controls the porosity level (PL) of the resulting lattice structures. The relationship between K and porosity level is unique for each TPMS.

\[ f(x) = \cos(2\pi x) + \cos(2\pi y) + \cos(2\pi z) - K \]  
\[ f(x) = \sin(2\pi x)\sin(2\pi y)\sin(2\pi z) + \sin(2\pi x)\cos(2\pi y)\cos(2\pi z) + \cos(2\pi x)\sin(2\pi y)\cos(2\pi z) + \cos(2\pi x)\cos(2\pi y)\sin(2\pi z) - K \]  
\[ f(x) = \cos(2\pi x)\sin(2\pi y) + \cos(2\pi y)\sin(2\pi z) + \cos(2\pi z)\sin(2\pi x) - K \]

To represent the TPMS as the nodal surface, the coordinates of each given surface were created using K3dSurf v0.6.2 software (Figures 1A-C). Then, Geomagic Studio 12 (3DSystems, Rock Hill, USA) was used to recreate the surfaces, which serve as the boundary between solid and void material and to generate solid structures (Figures 1D-F).

For Schwartz, Diamond, and Gyroid, porosity level can be reasonably approximated in the range of 0.1 to 0.9 with the linear equations described below.

\[ PL_P = 28.742K + 49.998 \]  
\[ PL_D = 42.284K + 50.12 \]  
\[ PL_G = 32.783K + 50.118 \]

Open porous cubic scaffolds with 9 mm height, 9 mm length, and 9 mm width were designed with the constant porosity level of 69.27%. The assigned values for K were assigned as 0.67, 0.45, and 0.58 for Gyroid samples with 82-85% of porosity and pore size of 2000-3000 μm with the same material, but EBM method. They observed orthogonally orientated martensite α' needles in columnar grains along the building direction. They also reported the hardness of 3.89 GPa and modulus of elasticity of 0.6-1.1 GPa for the fabricated parts. It should be noted that the smaller pore sizes in the range of 250-500 μm are more desirable in terms of osseointegration and vascularization [28]. Hrabe et al. [29] studied the Ti-6Al-4V EBM TPMS structures of Diamond-type with 60-83% porosity and 50-1500 μm pore size. They reported that energy density has an effect on the strut size, which has to be optimized to mimic that of the CAD file.

Speirs et al. [22,30] were the only group investigated the behavior of AM NiTi TPMS structures. They suggested using low laser power (P) and low scanning speed (v) to decrease the level of geometrical deviation. This limitation is due to a required minimum distance for the laser to deliver the required performance. Then, they developed a formula (v (mm/s)=1317*v (mm)) that relates the minimum distance required for the laser to reach the desired scanning speed [22]. In another study, they have focused on the fatigue behavior and failure mechanisms of Ni50.1Ti (at.%) SLM TPMS structures of octahedron-type, Gyroid-type, and sheet Gyroid-type with porosity level up to 80%. Their results demonstrated high dependency of the fatigue life of the samples to the geometry of the fabricated TPMS parts, where the sheet Gyroid-type displayed the best fatigue life as high as 30% of yield stress [30].

The present study is the first attempt to systematically investigate the mechanical properties and shape memory response of NiTi TPMS. To this aim, we fabricated porous Ni50.1Ti (at.%) parts with different pore morphologies but with the same level of porosity using an SLM method. The pore's structure was changed through using three types of TPMS structures: Diamond-type, Gyroid-type, and Schwartz-type.
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For compression testing purpose, two plates with the thinness of 1.5 mm were added to the top and bottom of each cellular structure. A total of 3 samples of each design were generated.

Figure 2 demonstrates the structure of the compression samples related to Schwartz, Gyroid, and Diamond.

**Fabrication and experimental procedures**

Ingots of Ni₄₋₀.₄ Ti₄₋₀.₆ (at. %) were purchased from Nitinol Devices & Components, Inc. (Currently known as Confluent Meical, Fremont, CA) and were gas atomized using TLS Technik GmbH & Co (Bitterfeld Germany) using Electrode Induction-melting Gas Atomization (EIGA) method. Afterward, powder particle was sieved to the size of 25-75 μm and used for SLM fabrication. PXM by Phenix/3D Systems, equipped with a 300 W Ytterbium fiber laser, was utilized for the SLM fabrication. The laser power, scanning speed, layer thickness, and hatch spacing were 250W, 1250 mm/s, 30 μm, and 120 μm respectively. The transformation temperatures before reported in our previous study [32] were the austenite start and finish temperatures were 69 and 100°C and martensite start and finish temperatures were 73 and 39°C, respectively.

Compression tests were conducted using the 100 kN MTS Landmark servo-hydraulic test platform. All samples were loaded from 5 MPa and the load was incrementally increased until the samples were failed. During loading, a strain rate of 10⁻⁴ sec⁻¹ was utilized. An MTS high-temperature extensometer was attached to the grips to measure the strain. Mica band heaters retrofitted to the compression grips were used to heat up the specimens and cooling was performed through internal liquid nitrogen flow in the compression grips. K-type thermocouples measured the temperature and controlled by using Omega CN8200 Series PID temperature controller. Tests occurred at a cooling rate of 4°C/min and a heating rate of 5°C/min. In order to align the data, the temperature and strain results were recorded at the same time in each second by PID and MTS condolers, respectively.

**Results and discussion**

**Morphological properties**

Table 1 demonstrates the morphological properties of these unit cells which were extracted from CAD files (top) and SLM fabricated parts (bottom) of Figure 2. The pore size was the diameter of the best-fitted circle inside the pore channel [27,28] which was shown with the red circle in Figure 2. The pore size showed a decreasing trend, while the number of pores had an increasing trend from Schwartz to Diamond structures. These trends had a direct impact on the mechanical behavior and fracture of specimens which explained in the next section. Among these structures, the Diamond with the pore size of 324 μm was a more suitable option for applications as bone substitute materials [28].

In order to calculate the porosity levels of fabricated samples, the density and mass of the parts were measured to achieve the actual volume (V₁) of structures. After measuring the dimensions of the samples and by assuming the parts as a solid cube, the solid volume (V₂) of structures were calculated. Finally, the porosity levels were obtained by ((V₂ -V₁)/V₂) ×100. Although the impact of geometry on the porosity level of fabricated samples was neglectable (around 1% difference was observed among three structures), SLM fabrication process decreased the porosity level of the structures around 10%. This difference can be attributed to the melting of more powders during the fabrication of the unit cells, thus, larger than expected struts were made, shrinking the porosity level.

**Compressive test to fracture**

The compressive stress-strain curves of the parts at 24 °C are displayed in Figure 3. Since the samples were martensite at this temperature, the initial elastic deformation of martensite was followed by martensite reorientation. Further loading resulted in an elastic deformation of oriented martensite and/or plastic deformation. Figure 2.

Three types of CAD files (Top) and SLM fabricated NiTi parts (Bottom), (a) Schwartz, (b) Gyroid, and (c) Diamond
proves that the mechanical properties were highly pore morphology dependent and despite having the same level of porosity, they each displayed unique responses, which is in good agreement with the literature [33]. Based on the failure response shown in Figure 3, the material properties of the samples are depicted in Table 2. The Schwartz Structure had the maximum elastic modulus ($E_m$) of 16.9 GPa, while the $E_m$ of Gyroid and Diamond structures were 7 GPa and 6.4 GPa, respectively. In our previous study, the elastic modulus of the dense sample was determined as 69 GPa [32]. Therefore, Young's Modulus was decreased by 76% for Schwartz and 90% in Gyroid and Diamond when they were compared to the dense NiTi through the tailored the pore structures. It was observed that the Schwartz structure had the highest strength as it failed at a peak stress of 71.9 MPa with the strain of 7.7%. The Gyroid structure could endure a peak stress level of 34.7 MPa at 14.9%. The Diamond structure showed a similar response to that of the Gyroid with peak stress level of 26.5 MPa at 13.1%. Diamond and Gyroid samples endured the higher amount of plastic deformations than the Schwartz sample. This difference can be attributed to the fact that Schwartz structure had larger holes and more non-uniform cross-section than the other two structures. The pore size of Schwartz, Gyroid, and Diamond structures were 1990, 1160 and 324 µm (Table 1), respectively, at the certain cross-sections of the Schwartz type, the area fraction of solid structure was lower than two others. Thus, the stress in those regions increased rapidly and the failure of one strut resulted in the failure of the whole structure. The Diamond structure had a higher number of pores with smaller sizes and had a uniform distribution of the pores that resulted in higher ductility.

It should also be noted that the first plateau region where martensite reorientation took place significantly differs in these structures. In Schwartz, the slope of this region was much higher and the strain was much lower than the other two structures. The Diamond showed the lowest slope and highest strain in this region. The differences in the slope and strain showed that the shape memory response of these alloys also depends on the pore morphology.

A fracture is a break of material into pieces under the stress. Most of the time, the solid material fracture occurs due to the expansion of certain displacement discontinuity layers throw the sample. If a crack grows perpendicular to the direction of displacement, it is called a normal crack; if it develops tangentially to displacement direction, it is called a shear crack [34]. Based on the SEM study which our group did on the dense NiTi samples with similar compositions and fabrication parameters of TPMS structures, several types of defects were reported for SLM specimens. One of the more important ones was the existence of unmelted powders as an initial site for the appearance of cracks inside the specimens [4]. When the porosity introduces to a sample, the strut thickness has a direct influence on the strength and failure mechanism of structures. The thicker strut has higher bending resistance, causing the compressive stress to increase [35]. Figure 4 shows the images of the porous samples after the failure tests. When comparing these three structures, the Schwartz had the thickest and the lowest number of struts whereas the Diamond had the thinnest and highest number of struts, with the Gyroid in the middle. The failures were postponed until all the struts reached the maximum shear stress and the cracks were developed 45° to the max and min plane share stresses. So, the individual struts were failed one after another until whole structure was broken. For the Schwartz, although a higher stress was captured by thicker strut, a sudden rapture happened because of the existence of fewer struts (Figure 3). The existence of thinner struts in Gyroid and Diamond structures made them a more suitable option for lower stress applications with larger plastic deformation because of failing more
struts along the developing cracks. The different type of failure modes clearly shows the strength and fracture mechanism of porous NiTi can be tailored by tailoring the porosity structure.

**Shape memory effect**

Results for the thermal cycling under constant compressive stress for each type of structure are displayed in Figure 5. To perform such experiments, at each cycle, the samples were loaded to selected stress levels at austenite state, and then thermally cycled between a temperature below $M_f$ and above $A_f$. After one complete cycle, the stress was increased incrementally and the thermal cycling was repeated for each stress level until the sample failed. Most of the samples were failed during transforming from austenite to martensite phases (during cooling). Transformation temperatures, recoverable, irrecoverable (IRS) and total (TS) strains, and temperature hysteresis can be obtained through this experiment using a graphical Tangent method [36]. The samples were failed under 20, 30 and 70 MPa for Diamond, Gyroid and Schwartz structures, respectively, which were close to the maximum stress levels reported in Table 2.

The TS, IRS and the transformation temperatures ($A_f$ and $M_s$) were extracted from Figure 5 and plotted as a function of applied stress in Figure 6. For all the structures, as the stress levels were increased, the $A_f$ and $M_s$ were also increased. The $M_s$ was 61.4 °C, 60.7 °C and 58.4 °C for Schwartz, Gyroid and Diamond structures at 5 MPa and increased to 71.3 °C, 73.9 °C and 72.19 °C at 15 MPa, respectively. In a similar fashion $A_f$ increased from 83.2 °C to 97.4°C for Schwartz, 84.3°C to 111.4 °C for

Table 2. Elastic Modulus, critical stress and maximum stress for the Diamond, Gyroid and Schwartz Geometries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Elastic Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Critical Stress ($σ_s$) (MPa)</th>
<th>Maximum Stress (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyroid</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>71.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1619.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. Images of the failed (a) Schwartz, (b) Diamond, and (c) Gyroid structures after mechanical testing](image)

![Figure 5. Thermal cycling under constant compressive load for the a) Schwartz, b) Diamond, and c) Gyroid structures](image)
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The volume fraction of oriented martensite initially increased with stress and then saturated. Moreover, plastic deformation increased with stress as well. Thus, the TS was expected to increase [9,38]. The Figure 7 shows that both TS and IRS increased with stress in structures. Although the Diamond and Gyroid have shown only the increasing trend for TS, the Schwartz growing trend was saturated after pass the 35 MPa. The saturation of TS indicates that the material reached the maximum transformation strain at about 35 MPa, which corresponds to the end of first plateau region shown in Figure 3. The Diamond and Gyroid did not show the saturation stress due to their low strength.

The Diamond and Gyroid types showed higher IRS in comparison with Schwartz. The values for Diamond and Gyroid structures were 2.67% at 15 MPa and 4.67% at 25 MPa respectively. Whereas no IRS was observed up to 15 MPa of stress in Schwartz type, while maximum IRS was only 1.26% at 65MPa. The IRS was caused by plastic deformation and/or stabilized martensite. The IRS under 20 MPa was determined as 7.15, 6.11 and 3.69 % for Diamond, Gyroid and Schwartz types, respectively. These results were in good agreement with the observations from the first plateau region shown in Figure 3. Hence, it can be concluded that the Schwartz structure would be more suitable where fully recoverable phase transformation and higher strength is needed. On the other hand, the Diamond and Gyroid types would be suitable for the cases where high transformation strain is desired.

Although there is a vast amount of research on the additive manufacturing of TPMS structures out of Ti-6Al-4V, it is not the case for NiTi TPMS structures. To our knowledge, Speirs et al. [22,30] is the only group that reported mechanical properties of Gyroid type of SLM NiTi samples. They have reported a superior fatigue life of SLM NiTi Gyroid sample that displays SLM NiTi scaffolds can provide more suitable mechanical support within actual stress range values that can be seen in human bones.

The tissue engineering study showed that the primary step in designing an excellent functional scaffold is introducing geometry option, which is the main factor of its mechanical properties [21]. The TPMS geometries are one of the suitable structures for the design process of artificial bone scaffolds [39]. The Young's modulus of cortical bone was measured to be from 10.4 to 18.6 GPa [40]. It is clear that the measured elastic moduli of 6.4 GPa for Diamond-type, 7 GPa for Gyroid-type, and 15.9 GPa for Schwartz-type are very close to the modulus of bone. In a nutshell, mimicking the mechanical behavior of the bone as well as the inherent advantages of creating porous implants using TPMS structures (e.g. enhanced bone ingrowth and Osseo integration), make these NiTi structures desirable implants.

**Conclusion**

Selective laser melting was used to fabricate porous TPMS NiTi parts, and thermomechanical tests were conducted to characterize the mechanical and shape memory properties. The porosity level of these samples was kept constant at 69% while their geometric structure was altered. Three geometric structures were chosen, namely Diamond, Gyroid and Schwartz types. The SLM fabricated samples were shown around 59% porosity level, regardless of the geometry, which this decreasing can be related to the fabrication parameters. The mechanical properties of the porous samples were determined to be highly geometric structure dependent. The Schwartz type structure showed the highest recoverable strain at low-stress levels with low irrecoverable strains. Through the above experimentation, it can be inferred that the Elastic modulus of the SLM fabricated NiTi samples can be tailored and reduced by approximately 76-90 % by introducing a porous structure than the dense NiTi and further modifying the geometry of the porous structure. Base on the results, where fully recoverable phase transformation, strength, and resistance to plastic deformation are needed, the Schwartz type would be more applicable at low-stress levels, whereas the Diamond and Gyroid types would be suitable where greater transformation strains are desirable at low-stress levels.
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